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Background 
HOLAS II 2-2015 agreed that in order to carry out the assessment of the distribution of pressures and human 
activities there is need to further develop the existing HELCOM pressure and impact indices, and that this 
should be further planned during the next Meeting of the project (para 5-3). 
 
This document provides background information on the pressure and impact indices used in the first holistic 
assessment, and subsequent developments, and gives a proposed outline for the further work on the 
assessment of human activities and pressures within HOLAS II.  
 
Data needs and an initial indication of availability of data to carry out the assessment are outlined in 
document 4-1, regarding data on pressures and human activities.  
 
 

Action required 
The Meeting is invited to  

 take note of and discuss the priorities for further development of the Baltic Sea Pressure and Impact 
Indices and  

 propose an outline for the further work, including steps to be taken and a timeline.  
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Further development of the HELCOM pressure and impact indices 
 

Definitions  
Tools to integrate the impacts of multiple pressures on multiple ecosystem components are commonly 
referred to as Cumulative Effects Assessments (CEA). These typically assess additive effects, although in 
reality also synergistic or antagonistic effects of different pressures may be expected. The term “impact 
index” is used synonymous to “effect assessments”, although it may be argued that “effect assessment” is 
more accurate for the purpose. Tools that do not include ecosystem components produce “pressure indices” 
(see Annex 1 for further terminology).   
 

Pressure and impact indices used in the 2010 Holistic Assessment 
The Baltic Sea Pressure index (BSPI) and the Baltic Sea Impact index (BSII) applied in the initial holistic 

assessment built on the concepts described by Halpern et al. (2008). The method description of BSPI / BSII 

are given in HELCOM 2010 and Korpinen et al. (2012). The concept was subsequently developed for the North 

Sea by the HARMONY tool (Andersen et al. 2013). 

The assessment was based on some 52 anthropogenic pressure layers, which were classified according to the 

list of 18 pressures in Annex III, Table 2 of the MSFD (2008). Direct data on pressures was available in some 

cases, but the majority of the pressure data was derived from data on the human activities which were used 

as proxies for pressures. The ecosystem components included eight benthic biotopes/biotope complexes, 

two water-column biotope complexes, and four species-related data sets, in total 14 layers.  

Information on the spatial distribution of ecosystem components is essential information for the BSII, which 

assesses the potential impacts of the pressures on specific ecosystem components. Thus, the index value in 

an assessment unit was strongly dependent on the number of ecosystem components in that assessment 

unit. Estimates on the potential effects were obtained from an expert questionnaire that was submitted to 

the Contracting Parties. The questionnaire asked for weighting scores for the potential impacts of the 

pressures on the biological ecosystem components. The scores ranked the pressures on a scale from 0 to 4. 

The BSPI, on the other hand, sums anthropogenic pressures within an assessment unit without making 

specific assumptions of the magnitude of the impacts of pressures on different ecosystem components. In 

addition, the pressure layers were ranked and compared by their median weighting score over all the 

biological ecosystem components. Both indices were quantified for 5 km × 5 km assessment units over the 

entire Baltic Sea marine area. 

 

Other CEA tools  
Several other tools have similar scope as the BSPI and HARMONY, for example the CUMULEO tool applied in 
impact assessments in the Netherlands, Canada, Spain, California, Portugal, Mediterranean Sea, Black Sea 
and Hawaii. A slightly different approach was produced by the FP7 project ODEMM. All methods rely on a 
similar basic concept, where the input data is GIS layers on pressures and ecosystem components, and 
conversion factors which give the probable impact of a certain pressure on a certain ecosystem component. 
The GIS information and their associated conversion factors (impact scores) are used in computations to 
assess impacts specifically for each spatial unit in the assessment (Figure 1).  
 
Information on pressures and ecosystem components is registered as presence – absence, or potentially also 
as probabilities of occurrence. 
 

https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/HOLAS%20II%203-2015-258/MeetingDocuments/4-2%20Halpern_et_al_2008_Science.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/HOLAS%20II%203-2015-258/MeetingDocuments/4-2%20Korpinen_et%20al%202012_Human%20pressures%20and%20their%20potential%20impacts.pdf
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Fig. 1. Outline of assessment protocol of the HARMONY tool. From Korpinen (2015) 

 

Outline of the HARMONY tool  
The HARMONY North Sea Impact Index (NSII, Andersen et al. 2013) was developed based on the experience 
from the Baltic Sea (HELCOM 2010, Korpinen et al. 2012), and Halpern et al. (2008). For example it has been 
made more user-friendly by implementation in the HARMONY Pressure & Impact Mapper software, and 
aligns the output with INSPIRE requirements. 
 
The NSII method estimates the sensitivity scores by expert judgment, based on a set of criteria:  

 impact extent (no impact, impact on individuals, impact on whole population, impact on the 
community); 

 impact level (from no impact to lethal/devastating impact); 

 recovery time (from immediate to 10 years); 

 confidence on the scoring (low, moderate, high). 
 
The sensitivity scores are formed by transforming the above-mentioned criteria to numbers (usually 0-4) and 
then averaging them to a scale between 0 and 4, however with a relatively stronger weight to ‘impact extent’ 
in cases when this criterion received high scores. The Impact Index is calculated per assessment unit (grid 
cell) so that each pair of pressures and ecosystem components is multiplied by its associated sensitivity score, 
and the results are summed up. If the ecosystem component does not exist in the cell, the pair will get zero 
and it does not affect the index score. Any grid cell can include several ecosystem components which will 
result in an increase of the index score in areas of high biodiversity. 
 
The outcome is used to address the following questions relating to the activities- pressure- state chain: 

 Where do many human activities coincide at high intensities? 

 Where do many pressures coincide at high intensities? 

 Where are high cumulative impacts to be expected? 
 
This approach acknowledges that there are multiple linkages between activities and pressures, so that a 
pressure may originate from several activities, an each activity may cause several pressures. Also, for 
pressures and ecosystem components, one pressure may affect several ecosystem components and one 
ecosystem component can be impacted by several pressures. 

 

https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/HOLAS%20II%203-2015-258/MeetingDocuments/4-2%20Korpinen_et%20al%202012_Human%20pressures%20and%20their%20potential%20impacts.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/HOLAS%20II%203-2015-258/MeetingDocuments/4-2%20Halpern_et_al_2008_Science.pdf
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Tool evaluation 
A general evaluation of cumulative impact mapping efforts made was provided by Halpern and Fujita (2014). 
The authors reviewed key assumptions made by most assessments and identified key challenges and future 
directions.  
 
The HARMONY, CUMULEO and ODEMM tools were recently evaluated by Korpinen (2015) for the OSPAR 
region. The evaluation was based on a set of eight criteria, as outlined in Annex 2. The evaluation showed 
that the methods were rather similar overall and differed only in details. However it was concluded that the 
details can have effects on the outcome, especially true if relatively few data layers are used. The relative 
influence of weighting scores, individual data layers and methodological details diminishes when several data 
layers are used.  
 
Among the main advantages identified for HARMONY, in this comparison, was that it includes information 
on pressure intensities in the index, typically defined based on the frequency of an activity. Another 
advantage was that it bases the impact scores on three sub-elements using a weighted average (to emphasize 
community level impacts). Further, the HARMONY method is specifically developed for a large scale 
assessment with coarse data integrated over different ecosystem types. A main limitation in all CEA tools 
compared was the lack of a systematic process for selecting data layers of pressures and ecosystem 
components, in order to ensure a balanced selection between different kinds of pressures layers, and that 
relevant ecosystem components are selected. This is an important aspect as the selection of layers has a 
potentially high influence on the overall outcome.  

Proposed outline for the further work within HOLAS II 
Proposed activities in order to run the assessment of pressures and human activities are outlined below. The 
activities are structured around the need to obtain suitable data layers and need for tool development. The 
relationship between the outline and the roadmap of HOLAS II is indicated in table 1. The table shows the 
details from the roadmap that are of direct relevance for this assessment. The roadmap is given in full in 
document 6-1. 
 
Proposed activities:  

A. Agree on data layers to be included and means of data provision 

1. initial identification and prioritization of pressures and human activities to include (This 

Meeting; document 4-1) 

2. identification of data layers on the ecosystem impact component (Workshop 1) 

B. Identify how the BSPI and BSPII should be improved 

1. initial evaluation (This Meeting; this document) 

2. detail a work plan for how further to develop the assessment protocol and to assign 

conversion factors (Workshop 2) 

C. Work on data and data layers in order to  

1. provide and secure data arrangements 

2. refine data layers as needed based on the data provided 

D. Updating of the conversion factors 

E. Work on the assessment protocol in order to  

1. update the protocol as relevant 

2. perform test runs of the assessment 

F. Workshop in order to discuss the results of the test runs (Workshop B) 

G. Adjustments of software and data layers as needed 

H. Final assessment 

Workshop 1 is proposed to be a technical planning meeting inviting experts on cumulative effects 

assessments. This part should preferably be harmonized with corresponding activities in the OSPAR region. 

https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/HOLAS%20II%203-2015-258/MeetingDocuments/4-2%20Halpern_and_Fujita_2013_Ecosphere.pdf
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/HOLAS%20II%203-2015-258/MeetingDocuments/4-2%20CEA%20methods%20OSPAR%20ICG-C%2026Feb2015.ppt
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Workshop 2 is proposed to be held for a larger group inviting representatives from different areas of 
expertise and management, in order to give feedback and evaluate test runs. 
 

Table I. Draft outline from the HOLAS II roadmap showing the sections of direct relevance for the 

assessment of pressures and human activities. The numbers in figure 1 correspond to the index numbers 

in the draft proposed outline. 

 2015 2016 

Assessment of pressures and human activities 
2nd 
Q 3rd Q 

4th 
Q 

1st 
Q 

2nd 
Q 

3rd 
Q 

4th 
Q 

a) Spatial distribution and trends of human activities and 
pressures               

_Identify human activities and pressures A1             

_Identify appropriate scale A1            

_data arrangements and data flows   C           

_Improving pressure data layers    C           

b) Assessment of cumulative impact of pressures                

_ Develop and test HELCOM pressure indices   B1             

Workshop 1; Initial, conceptual discussion, guidance    
B2, 
A2           

Tool development   D, E           

Workshop 2; Testing of new tool       F       

Possible adjustments of tool         G G   

_Carrying out assessment cumulative impact of pressures              H 
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Annex 1. Definitions of terms used 
 

The definitions are obtained from Korpinen 2015.  
 

- cumulative: can be additive, synergistic or antagonistic; all methods so far have been able to 
assess additive effects; as such the ODEMM method prefers to use the term ‘combined effect’ 
which seems to be synonymous to an additive effect; 

- effect assessment: synonymous to an impact assessment, however in terms of developing and 
implementing management measures, “effect” is a better focus for attention, as “effects” can be 
managed to reduce or prevent “impacts”; the ODEMM method uses the term ‘threat 
assessment’; 

- pressure assessment: a weighting of the interactions between pressures, ecological sensitivity 
and persistence but does not usually include estimates of impacts on ecosystem components; 

- ecosystem component: synonymous to an ecosystem characteristic; includes species, biotopes 
(habitats), broad-scale habitats. 
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Annex 2. Evaluation criteria applied in the comparison of CEA tools in OSPAR  
 

The content of this annex is identical to that of chapter 4 in Korpinen, S. (2015; OSPAR Case Study on 

Cumulative Effects: Evaluation of the methods and analysis of their outcomes. Report to CEFAS 2 January 

2015. Also contained in OSPAR ICG-C 15/4/1) 

 
Criterion 1: Scientific credibility 
Cumulative effect assessments are based on multiple assumptions, many of which are simplifications of real 
world or even known to be erroneous. Halpern and Fujita (2013) discuss nine common assumptions which 
all pose challenges to further develop the methodology of cumulative impact assessments. These are: 

1. Equal importance of pressure layers in order to have a balanced assessment of pressures (which 
pressures to select, how much to split/combine them); 

2. Uniform distribution of pressures within an assessment unit (e.g. depends on unit size and 
resolution of pressure data); 

3. Existence of habitats in an assessment unit (errors may originate from poor data or model 
resolution or fine-scale distribution patterns); 

4. Transforming and normalizing pressures (e.g. how to set the maximal value in a normalized 
scale); 

5. Linear response of habitats to pressures (non-linear responses are sometimes suspected); 
6. Consistent ecosystem response (in all assessment units the response of habitats to pressures is 

similar); 
7. Sufficiently accurate vulnerability weights (empirical data vs. expert judgement); 
8. Additive model (synergistic impacts not included); 
9. Linear response of habitats to cumulative impacts (assuming a linear relationship between 

cumulative impacts and state assessments). 
 
From the long list of assumptions, it is obvious that the scientific accuracy of the cumulative impact 
assessment methodologies is low. Although this has been known and acknowledged in the recent 
assessments widely (e.g. Ban et al. 2010, Morano et al 2010, Coll et al. 2012, Korpinen et al. 2012), it has not 
hindered production of assessments and the assessments have given valuable insight to the spatial 
distribution of human impacts. The low scientific accuracy has been considered an important but not a 
limiting factor. This evaluation follows the same principle; it identifies the simplifications and other 
assumptions but aims to focus on the potential of the methods and find out whether best parts of the three 
methods could be combined.   
 
Description: Scientific credibility means that the method is based on correct underlying assumptions and 
mathematical formulation. The method takes into account known environmental features and relevant 
pressures. The method estimates impacts of those pressures in scientifically justified way. The criterion is 
divided to three sub-criteria: (1) Representativeness of pressure types; (2) Representativeness of ecosystem 
components; (3) Transformation of pressures to impacts. 
Scoring: High, Moderate, Low (for each sub-criteria) 
Examples: (1) Can the method be applied to any pressure types? 
(2) Is there any framework for selecting pressures and ecosystem components to the analysis and balancing 
them?  
(3) Pressure impacts are difficult to quantify and the quantifications need to be specific for each combination 
of pressure and ecosystem component. How has this has been addressed in the method? 

 
 
 
Criterion 2: Spatial resolution and flexibility 
Cumulative assessments have been carried out in different geographical scales: e.g. sub-region scales, 5 km 
× 5 km grid cells, 1 nm × 1 nm grid cells, 1 km × 1 km grid cells and 3’ × 3’ grid cells. The spatial resolution of 

https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/HOLAS%20II%203-2015-258/MeetingDocuments/4-2%20Korpinen_et%20al%202012_Human%20pressures%20and%20their%20potential%20impacts.pdf
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the assessment is not only a question of availability of spatially detailed georeferenced data but also a 
question of the purpose of the assessment. The basic assumption in cumulative assessments is that detailed 
and coarse spatial data can be combined in a small scale (usually a compromise), whereas it has not been 
much considered how accurate the resulting fine-scale map products are. For instance, fisheries have been 
acknowledged as one of the main sources of pressures, but catch data may originate from the ICES rectangle 
scale (2 500 km2)! Capability of merging different pressure scales is an advantage, but the resolution of the 
assessment should be adjusted for the data resolution. 
 
Another aspect of the spatial resolution is the consideration of impact distances. Does the method account 
for gradients (or impact ranges) away from a pressure source? For example, riverine pollution gradients affect 
larger areas than the river mouth and the gradients are often site-specific. Moreover, dredging causes habitat 
changes for the dredged area but also wider siltation effects. 
 
Description: Spatial resolution and flexibility means that the method produces a spatial distribution map of 
pressures and impacts in a feasible resolution and is flexible to different spatial scales of activities/pressures.  
Scoring: High, Moderate, Low 
Examples: (1) There is no rule how small scales a pressure/impact assessment should work with (a grid of 
1km2 cells, ICES rectangles or marine regions), but the purpose of the assessment should be in line with the 
scale. For example, if data is in the scale of 100 km2, there is no meaning to have 1 km2 grid cells and claim 
to produce maps of that resolution.  
(2) The activities and pressures have very different impact distances (e.g. sealing by a wind turbine vs. species 
extraction by demersal trawling). Does the method account for such scale differences? 
 
Criterion 3: Flexibility in data formats 
Cumulative effect assessments combine pressure data from different sources and this poses a challenge to 
describe the magnitude of the pressure, translate it to an impact and finally combine it to a common metric. 
 
Description: The method allows the use of various metrics (e.g. different units, different scales) and different 
quality and, hence, can cover wider range of pressures/impacts. 
Scoring: High, Moderate, Low 
Examples: (1) Does the method allow standardizing pressure data from several activities (e.g. siltation from 
riverine inputs, dredging and shallow-water shipping)? 
(2) Can the method use different quality of data, e.g. combinations of direct pressure measurements and 
indirect proxies? For example, numbers of by-caught mammals can be derived from trawlers (amount of by-
catch known per trawled distance) and coastal gillnets (data is estimated from number of licences and 
correlated by-catch data). 
 
Criterion 4: Transparency 
The results need to satisfy readers from various sectors (maritime, industrial, watershed management), 
decision-makers, journalists, public and scientific community. Transparency of the method, impacts of single 
pressures and human activities as well as data sources are important in the assessment method. In practise 
this means that the assessment method and its limitations must be accessible and understood from the 
documentation. 
 
Description: The method allows tracking of impacts down to single pressures and underlying human 
activities. 
Scoring: High, Moderate, Low 
Examples: Can a reader interpret what has caused a strong impact result in a given area? Can a scientist 
interpret how an impact of a pressure has been estimated? Are all the steps of the method documented and 
available? Are assumptions and limitations openly discussed? 
 
Criterion 5: Clarity 
Results of cumulative effect assessments are communicated to the general public. Therefore it is important 
that the purpose and main message of the assessment are clear.  
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Description: The method gives a result that is easy to interpret and conveys a clear message to readers. The 
results can directly be used to various assessment purposes (e.g. OSPAR, EU MSFD). 
Scoring: High, Moderate, Low 
Examples: Are results communicated clearly? Are the results communicated in metrics that are 
understandable? 
 
Criterion 6: Temporal aspect 
Marine environment faces many pressures which are continuous but some occur only seasonally or 
randomly. Similarly, species and habitats have different seasons (or even daily periods) for sensitivity, 
distribution and abundance. How does the assessment method deals with temporally varying pressures, 
ecosystem components and impacts? 
 
Description: The method recognizes continuous, frequent, seasonal and infrequent pressures, ecosystem 
components and impacts. This criterion does not address other temporal aspects such as recovery time after 
an impact or persistence of an impact after cessation of a pressure, which are more related to the impact 
than the pressures or ecosystem components. 
Scoring: High, Moderate, Low 
Examples: If summer-time water sports affect the environment seriously, how can it be taken into account 
in an annual assessment? If sea birds occupy the assessment area only during the breeding time, is the winter-
time absence taken into account in the assessment? 

 
Criterion 7: Flexibility for different purposes 
Pressure or impact assessments serve many purposes and they could be used to assess different scenarios. 
Also the frameworks of pressures or ecosystem components may change over years. Hence, the assessment 
method should be flexible enough to allow such changes. 
 
Description: The method is flexible regarding its purpose. It can be used for different management scenarios 
or climate regimes. The method allows improvement in data availability (e.g. habitat maps, pressure maps, 
new impact estimates, etc.). 
Scoring: High, Moderate, Low 
Examples: (1) The method can be relatively easily modified to include new types of pressures or ecosystem 
components. (2) The method can be used to predict various scenarios under different pressure regimes. (3) 
The method can produce different outputs depending on target audience. 

 
Criterion 8: Efficacy of the method 
Description: The method gives results sufficiently easily (e.g. working time), can be repeated by other users 
and is not too costly (e.g. can be automated) 
Scoring: High, Moderate, Low 
Examples: (1) The method can be automated. (2) The method allows repeated assessment by other persons. 
(3) The method is faster to run once established than in the first run. 
 


